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DETAILED ACTION

Claims 1-9, 11-34, and 36-43 are currently presented and

have been examined.

Response to Arguments

Applicants arguments filed 30 January 2006 have been fully

considered but they are not persuasive.

In regards to the rejection under 35 USC 112, 1
st paragraph,

the Applicant points to the specification at paragraph 0025 and

argues that this section of the specification contains proper

support for the "determining if the first file format is...

a

graphics file format type... the second file format being... the

HTML file format without scripts... if it is determined that the

first file format is the graphics file format type" as claimed

in claims 2 9 and 37. The Examiner is not persuaded by these

remarks and asserts that the specification does not enable the

conversion of a graphical file format to a HTML file format

wherein the HTML file format is a programming language that

defines the structure of a document, not a graphical file. It is

requested that the Applicant specifically show the support for

such a conversion within the specification to order to enable

one of ordinary skill in the art to make this conversion since

one of ordinary skill would not know how to convert a graphical

file format into a HTML file format.
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The Applicant further argues that Ji does not teach or

suggest converting an electronic file from one file format to

another file format- The Examiner is not persuaded by these

arguments

.

The specification discloses:

xx In accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention, after the server computer 122b has received the e-

mail message and attached electronic file, the server computer

122b then accesses a program stored in the memory 128b or

another location, which, when executed by the server computer at

a step 204, converts the received electronic file to a safe file

format. The safe file format is a file format that is different

from the file format of the infected electronic file received by

the server computer 122b and that prevents the virus of the

received electronic file from executing when, at steps 2 06 and

208, the converted electronic file is made available for viewing

by the intended recipient and eventually opened by the recipient

computer llOd. The safe file format type prevents the computer

virus from executing when the converted electronic file is

opened by the intended recipient because the conversion to the

safe file format either removes the computer virus from the

electronic file or renders the virus inoperable. This ensures

that the computer virus is unable to harm the intended
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recipient's computer or other items of the network 100 when the

converted electronic file is opened by the intended recipient .

"

(paragraph 0017)

" Safe file formats that prevent the virus of the infected

electronic file from executing include pure text file formats

that do not include scripts, as well as other file formats that

render the virus inoperable or removes viruses during the

converting process /' (paragraph 0018)

As shown within the teachings of Ji as shown previously,

the conversion of the electronic file from a first file format

to a second file format includes removing the virus from the

attachment which may be in a graphical or a word processing

format and storing a "treated version" of the file in a format

described in Ji as wherein the attachment is "completely

cleaned" which includes "removing the virus from the message"

and wherein "the infected attachment .may be replaced with the

treated version". Therefore, Ji does disclose the limitations of

the claims wherein the file is converted to a second file format

with a second file extension in accordance with the

interpretation of "conversion" as disclosed within the

specification.
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The Applicant also argues that Ji only renames portions of

the file and does not meet the Applicant's claimed "converting

the electronic file".

"As will be appreciated, this conversion process could

execute for the entire file in the memory or successive portions

of the file . In addition, the removed formatting could be

replaced with appropriate new formatting to retain the original

appearance of the infected file." (paragraph 0019)

In view of the specification, the "conversion" that is

performed as defined the claim may be done on portions of the

file as disclosed in Ji as admitted by the Applicant. Also, the

"conversion" as contemplated by the Applicant may maintain the

original appearance of the infected file. As shown by the

Examiner, Ji discloses that the file retains its original

format, the only difference being that the virus is removed.

The Applicant also argues that Ji does not teach preventing

-a computer virus in the electronic file from executing. As shown

within Ji, the virus is removed, thereby preventing the computer

virus from executing when the converted electronic file is

opened by the intended recipient as claimed.

Further, the claims do not specifically require how the

electronic file formats are different from each other. Again, in

view of the specification regarding the "conversion" of the
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electronic file, the Examiner interprets this difference wherein

the first file format with a first file extension is infected

with a virus and the second file format is the same file with

the virus removed and is considered to be a "safe format"

different from the infected format in accordance with the

disclosures of the specification.

Therefore, the claims are not in condition for allowance.

The currently presented claims are subject to the same citations

within the reference as shown by the Examiner.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and
of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear,

concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and
use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention.

Claims 29 and 37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement.

The claim (s) contains subject matter which was not described in

the specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the

art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly

connected, to make and/or use the invention.

Claims 29 and 37 recite the limitation "determining if the

first file format is... a graphics file format type... the second
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file format being... the HTML file format without scripts... if it

is determined that the first file format is the graphics file

format type". This limitation is not described in the

specification to enable one to make and/or use the invention.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs

of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the basis for the rejections under

this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or
a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one
year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

Claims 1-3, 6, 8-9, 11-21, 23-34, 36-37, and 39-43 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by US

Patent 5 889 943 A to Ji et al

.

Regarding claim 1, Ji discloses a method carried out by a

computer when executing computer- readable program code, the

method comprising:

receiving an electronic file intended for delivery from a

sender to an intended recipient, the electronic file having a

first file format with a first file extension; (column 11, line

14-column 12, line 67, specifically column 11, lines 48-52)
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determining whether the electronic file represents at least

a potential security risk to a computer system; (column 11, line

14-column 12, line 67, specifically column 12, lines 27-36)

if it is determined that the electronic file represents at

least the potential security risk, then forwarding to the

intended recipient a notification indicating that the electronic

file represents at least the potential security risk; (column

20, lines 52-59)

receiving from the intended recipient a request to view the

contents of the electronic file; (column 16, lines 38-55)

converting the electronic file from the first file format

with a first file extension to a second file format with a

second file extension that is different from the first file

format with the first file extension and that prevents a

computer virus in the electronic file from executing when the

converted electronic file is opened by the intended recipient,

said converting of the electronic file being in response to a

determination that the electronic file represents at least the

potential security risk to the computer system; (column 11, line

14-column 12, line 67, specifically column 12, lines 47-49 and

56-67) and

making the converted electronic file available for viewing

by the intended recipient, (column 13, lines 15-23)
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Regarding claim 2, Ji discloses the method of claim 1, said

converting occurring in response to said receiving the request

to view the contents of the electronic file, (column 17, lines

29-36)

Regarding claim 3, Ji discloses the method of claim 1, said

converting occurring prior to said receiving the request to view

the contents of the electronic file, (column 11, line 14-column

12, line 67, specifically column 12, lines 47-49 and 56-67)

Regarding claim 6, Ji discloses a method carried out by a

computer when executing computer- readable program code, the

method comprising:

receiving a certain electronic file intended for delivery

from a sender to an intended recipient; (column 11, line 14-

column 12, line 67, specifically column 11, lines 48-52)

converting the certain electronic file from a first file

format to a second file format that is different from the first

file format and that prevents a computer virus in the certain

electronic file from executing when the converted electronic

file is opened by the intended recipient, said converting of the

electronic file being in response to a determination that the

electronic file represents a potential risk to the computer

(column 11, line 14-column 12, line 67, specifically column 12,

lines 47-49 and 56-67) , and
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making the converted electronic file available for viewing

by the intended recipient, (column 13, lines 15-23)

Regarding claim 8, Ji discloses the method of claim 6, said

making the converted electronic file available for viewing

comprising forwarding the converted electronic file to a

computer of the intended recipient- (column 12, lines 47-4 9;

column 13, lines 15-23)

Regarding claim 9, Ji discloses the method of claim 6, said

making the converted electronic file available for viewing

comprising saving the converted electronic file in a memory that

is accessible by the intended recipient, (column 12, lines 47-

49; column 13, lines 15-23)

Regarding claim 11, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said determining whether the certain electronic file represents

the potential risk comprising determining if the certain

electronic file contains the computer virus, (column 12, lines

27-36)

Regarding claim 12, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said determining whether the certain electronic file represents

the potential risk comprising conducting a heuristic scan of the

certain electronic file, (column 11, line 54-column 12, line 1)
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Regarding claim 13, Ji discloses the method of claim 6, the

certain electronic file being an attachment to an electronic

mail sent over a network, (column 14, lines 25-45)

Regarding claim 14, Ji discloses the method of claim (3,

the network including the internet, (column 2, lines 48-53)

Regarding claim 15, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said receiving occurring at a desktop computer of the intended

recipient, (column 17, lines 18-52)

Regarding claim 16, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said receiving occurring at a server computer, (column 13, lines

1-14)

Regarding claim 17, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said receiving occurring at a gateway computer, (column 12,

lines 47-49 and 56-59)

Regarding claim 18, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said converting occurring at a desktop computer of the intended

recipient, (column 17, lines 18-52)

Regarding claim 19, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said converting occurring at a server computer, (column 13,

lines 1-14)

Regarding claim 20, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

said converting occurring at a gateway computer, (column 12,

lines 47-49 and 56-59)
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Regarding claim 21, Ji discloses the method of claim 6, the

certain electronic file being a first electronic file, further

comprising:

receiving a second electronic file intended for delivery

from another sender to another intended recipient, the second

electronic file having a third file format and containing

another computer virus; (column 11, line 14 -column 12, line 67,

specifically column 11, lines 48-52)

converting the second electronic file to a fourth file

format that is different from the third file format and that

prevents the another computer virus from executing when the

converted second electronic file is opened by the another

intended recipient; (column 11, line 14-column 12, line 67,

specifically column 12, lines 47-49 and 56-67) and

making the converted second electronic file available for

viewing by the another intended recipient, (column 13, lines 15-

23)

Regarding claim 23-28, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

the second file format being at least one of a TXT file format,

a RTF file format without embedded objects, a BMP file format, a

JPEG file format, a CSV file format, a JPB file format, a GTF

file format, a HTML file format without scripts, a file format

having text without scripts, and a ASCII file format, the
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certain electronic file being at least one of a word processing

file, a spreadsheet file, a database file, a graphics file, a

presentation file, a compressed file, and a binary executable

file (column 13, lines 21-23; column 14, lines 30-38; column 20,

lines 22-29) .

Regarding claim 29, Ji discloses the method of claim 6,

further comprising determining if the first file format is one

of a word processing file format type and a graphics file format

type, the second file; format being at least one of a TXT file

format, a RTF file format without embedded objects, and a HTML

file format without scripts if it is determined that the certain

file format is the word processing file format type, the second

file format being at least one of a JPB file format, a BUT file

format, a GIF file format, the HTML file format without scripts,

and a JPEG file format if it is determined that the first file

format is the graphics file format type, (column 13, lines 21-

23; column 14, lines 30-38; column 20, lines 22-29)

Regarding claim 30, Ji discloses the method of claim 6, the

certain electronic file being an electronic file received by at

least one of a FTP transfer protocol or a HTTP transfer

protocol, (column 2, lines 48-53)

Regarding claim 31, Ji discloses a method comprising:
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receiving a request to view the contents of an electronic

file infected with a computer virus, the electronic file having

a first file format with a first file extension; (column 16,

lines 38-55) and

in response to the request, converting the electronic file

from the first format with the first file extension to a second

format with a second file extension that is different from the

first file format with the first file extension and that

prevents the computer virus from executing when the converted

electronic file is opened, said converting of the electronic

file being in further response to a determination that the

electronic file represents at least a potential security risk to

a computer, (column 11, line 14-column 12, line 67, specifically

column 12, lines 47-49 and 56-67; column 17, lines 29-36)

Regarding claim 32, Ji discloses the method of claim 31, in

further response to the request, making the converted electronic

file available for viewing by an entity that requested to view

the contents of the certain electronic file, (column 13, lines

15-23)

Regarding claim 33, Ji discloses a computer- readable medium

having instructions stored thereon, the instructions when

executed by a computer cause the computer to:
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convert an electronic file from a first file format with a

first file extension to a second file format with a second file

extension, the electronic file being intended for delivery from

a sender to an intended recipient, the second file format with

the second file extension being different from the first file

format with the first file extension and preventing a computer

virus in the electronic file from executing; (column 11, line

14-column 12, line 67, specifically column 11, lines 48-52)

when the converted electronic file is opened by an intended

recipient of the electronic file, said converting of the

electronic file being in response to a determination that the

electronic file represents at least a potential risk to the

computer, (column 11, line 14-column 12, line 67, specifically

column 12, lines 47-49 and 56-67) and

make the converted electronic file available for viewing by

the intended recipient, (column 13, lines 15-23)

Regarding claim 34, Ji discloses the computer- readable

medium of claim 33, the certain electronic file being an

attachment to an electronic mail sent over a network, (column

14, lines 25-45)

Regarding claim 36, Ji discloses the computer-readable

medium of claim 33 said determining whether the certain

electronic file represents the potential risk comprising
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determining if the certain electronic file contains the computer

virus, (column 12, lines 27-36)

Regarding claim 37, Ji discloses the computer- readable

medium of claim 33, the instructions when executed by the

computer further cause the computer to determine if the first

file format is one of a word processing format type and a

graphics format type, the second file format being at least one

of a TXT file format, a RTF file format without embedded

objects, and a HTML file format without scripts if it is

determined that the first file format is the word processing

file format type, the second file format being at least one of a

JPB file format, a BMP file format, a GIF file format', a HTML

file format without scripts, and a JPEG file format if it is

determined that the first file format is the graphics file

format type, (column 13, lines 21-23; column 14, lines 30-38;

column 20, lines 22-29)

Regarding claim 39, Ji discloses the computer- readable

medium of claim 33, the second file format being at least one of

a TXT file format, a RTF file format without embedded objects, a

BMP file format, a JPEG file format, a CSV file format, a JPB

file format, a GIF file format, a HTML file format without

scripts, and a ASCII file format, (column 13, lines 21-23;

column 14, lines 30-38; column 20, lines 22-29)
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Regarding claim 40, Ji discloses an apparatus comprising:

a computer having means for receiving a certain electronic

file intended for delivery from a sender to a intended

recipient, the certain electronic file having a first file

format with a first file extension and containing a computer

virus (column 11, line 14-column 12, line 67, specifically

column 11, lines 48-52) , the computer further including means

for converting the certain electronic file from the first file

format with the first file extension to a second file format

with a second file extension that is different from the first

file format with a first file extension and that prevents the

computer virus from executing when the converted electronic file

is opened by the intended recipient, said converting of the

electronic file being in response to a determination that a

electronic file represents at least a potential security risk to

the computer, (column 11, line 14-column 12, line 67,

specifically column 12, lines 47-49 and 56-67)

the computer further including means for making the

converted electronic file available for viewing by the intended

recipient, (column 13, lines 15-23)

Regarding claim 41, Ji discloses the apparatus of claim 40,

said computer being a desktop computer of the intended

recipient, (column 17, lines 18-52)
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Regarding claim 42, Ji discloses the apparatus of claim 40,

said computer being a server computer of a local area network,

(column 13, lines 1-14)

Regarding claim 43, Ji discloses the apparatus of claim 40,

said computer being a gateway computer, (column 12 , lines 47-49

and 56-59)

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which

forms the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this

Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically
disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the
differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior
art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at

the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the
art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be
negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere

Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for

establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and
the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent
art

.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the
application indicating obviousness or nonobviousness

.
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This application currently names joint inventors. In

considering patentability of the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a),

the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various

claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered

therein were made absent any evidence to the contrary.

Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to

point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that

was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in

order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35

U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior

art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

Claims 4, 5, and 7 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Ji in view of US Patent Application

Publication 2002/0120693 Al to Rudd et al

.

Regarding claims 4 and 5, Ji discloses a method carried out

by a computer when executing computer- readable program code, the

method comprising:

receiving an electronic file intended for delivery from a

sender to an intended recipient; (column 11, line 14 -column 12,

line 67, specifically column 11, lines 48-52)

converting the electronic file from a first file format to

a second file format that is different from the first file

format and that ensures that a computer virus in the electronic
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file is unable to harm a computer of the intended recipient,

said converting of the electronic file being in response to a

determination that the electronic file represents a potential

security risk to the computer; (column 11, line 14-column 12,

line 67, specifically column 12, lines 47-49 and 56-67)

Ji does not disclose forwarding a uniform resource locator

to the intended recipient of the electronic file, the uniform

resource locator identifying at least an address of a web page

containing the converted electronic file, the second file format

being a HTML file format without scripts, however, Rudd does

disclose these limitations (paragraph 0028) .

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to combine the teachings

of these references since Rudd discloses that forwarding a

uniform resource locator can be used if the intended recipient

uses a web browser (paragraph 0028) . In view of these specific

advantages and that the references are directed to converting

electronic files between formats in order to disable computer

viruses, one of ordinary skill would have been motivated to

combine these references and would have considered them to be

analogous to one another based on their related fields of

endeavor, which would lead one of ordinary skill to reasonably

expect a successful combination of the teachings.
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Claim 7 is also rejected since the motivations regarding

the obviousness of claim 4 also apply to claim 7.

Claims 22 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Ji in view of US Patent 5 832 208 A to

Chen et al

.

Regarding claim 22, Ji discloses the method of claim 6.

Ji does not disclose the computer virus including a macro

virus, however, Chen does disclose this limitation (column 2,

lines 18-34)

.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to combine the teachings

of these references since Chen discloses that macro viruses are

spread via file transfer including email and their destructive

behavior is able to be stopped by intermediary virus scanners

between a sender and a recipient of a message (column 2, lines

18-34; column 3, line 48-column 4, line 30) • In view of these

specific advantages and that the references are directed to

using intermediary virus scanners to disable and/or eliminate

virus transmitted over a network, one of ordinary skill would

have been motivated to combine these references and would have

considered them to be analogous to one another based on their

related fields of endeavor, which would lead one of ordinary
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skill to reasonably expect a successful combination of the

teachings

.

Claim 38 is also rejected since the motivations regarding

the obviousness of claim 22 also apply to claim 38,

Conclusion

The prior art listed in the PTO-8 92 form included with this

Office Action disclose methods, systems, and apparatus similar

to those claimed and recited in the specification. The Examiner

has cited these references to evidence the level and/or

knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made, to provide support for universal facts and

the technical reasoning for the rejections made in this Office

Action including the Examiner's broadest reasonable

interpretation of the claims as required by MPEP 2111 and to

evidence the plain meaning of any terms not defined in the

specification that are interpreted by the Examiner in accordance

with MPEP 2111.01. The Applicant should consider these cited

references when preparing a response to this Office Action.

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL . Applicant is reminded of the

extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action

is set to expire THREE MONTHS from the mailing date of this

action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS
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of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action

is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened

statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will

expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated

from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than

SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to George C.

Neurauter, Jr. whose telephone number is (571) 272-3918. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday from

9AM to 5:30PM Eastern.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are

unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, David Wiley can be

reached on (571) 272-3923. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is

571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be

obtained from the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status

information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system,

see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on

access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free)

.

/gen/


